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ABSTRACT
Synthetic genetics is a subdiscipline of synthetic bi-
ology that aims to develop artificial genetic polymers
(also referred to as xeno-nucleic acids or XNAs) that
can replicate in vitro and eventually in model cel-
lular organisms. This field of science combines or-
ganic chemistry with polymerase engineering to cre-
ate alternative forms of DNA that can store genetic
information and evolve in response to external stim-
uli. Practitioners of synthetic genetics postulate that
XNA could be used to safeguard synthetic biology or-
ganisms by storing genetic information in orthogonal
chromosomes. XNA polymers are also under active
investigation as a source of nuclease resistant affin-
ity reagents (aptamers) and catalysts (xenozymes)
with practical applications in disease diagnosis and
treatment. In this review, we provide a structural per-
spective on known antiparallel duplex structures in
which at least one strand of the Watson–Crick du-
plex is composed entirely of XNA. Currently, only
a handful of XNA structures have been archived in
the Protein Data Bank as compared to the more than
100 000 structures that are now available. Given the
growing interest in xenobiology projects, we chose
to compare the structural features of XNA polymers
and discuss their potential to access new regions of
nucleic acid fold space.
INTRODUCTION
Elucidating the three-dimensional (3D) structures of pro-
teins and nucleic acids with atomic-level resolution––a cel-
ebrated rarity less than half a century ago (the first crys-
tal structure of an enzyme (1) and a DNA oligonucleotide
(2) were determined in 1965 and 1979, respectively)––now
occurs at an astonishing rate of hundreds per month. The
coordinates of over 100 000 structures of proteins, along
with some 1600 structures of DNA and 1100 structures of
RNA can be downloaded at the website of the Research
Collaboratory for Structural Biology (www.rcsb.org) (3).
Single crystal X-ray crystallography and solution nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) have revealed the rich variety
of DNA structural motifs (4,5) and RNA’s conformational
repertoire, from simple duplexes and hairpin loops to the
awe-inspiring complexity of the ribosome (6–8). Compared
to the flurry of structures available for natural biopoly-
mers, the structural information on artificial genetic poly-
mers, generally referred to as xeno-nucleic acids or XNAs, is
only beginning to emerge and includes about a dozen base-
pairing systems (Figures 1 and 2).
Chemical modification of the natural DNA and RNA
framework was motivated by two main objectives. The
first concerns medicinal chemistry and the generation of
analogs with tailor-made properties that render them suit-
able for antisense, siRNA and microRNA targeting, ap-
tamer and ribozyme applications (9). The second aims at
gaining new insight into the chemical etiology of ribofura-
nosyl nucleic acids (DNA and RNA) as nature’s choice for
an information-carrying biopolymer (10,11). The available
large assortment of chemical modifications has paved the
road to nucleic acid chemical biology (12) and provided a
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Figure 1. Representative structures illustrate the structural diversity and plasticity of natural and artificial nucleic acid (XNA) backbones. Structures are
shown in alphabetic order. (A) Natural genetic polymers: B-formDNA (black), DNA:RNA hybrid and A-form RNA (gray). (B) Representative structures
of XNA heteroduplexes with RNA or DNA. The RNA strand is shown in gray, the DNA strand in black and the orientation of the XNA strand is
indicated. (C) XNAhomoduplexes. Homo-XNAduplexes adopt a variety of structures. (D) Representative XNA-only heteroduplexes. FAF:FAF stands for
FANA(F)-ANA(A)-FANA(F)XNA:XNAheteroduplex.Alt and chim indicate the alternated or chimeric order of FANA-segments in the duplex sequences
respectively. The depicted duplexes have the following PDB ID codes in the Protein Data Bank (http://www.rcsb.org): B-DNA (3BSE); DNA:RNA (1EFS);
A-RNA (3ND4); ANA(purple):RNA (2KP3); CeNA(blue):RNA (3KNC); FANA(violet):RNA (2KP4); HNA(yellow):RNA (2BJ6); LNA(cyan):RNA
(1H0Q); PNA(orange):DNA (1PDT); PNA(orange):RNA (176D); CeNA:CeNA (blue, 2H0N); hDNA:hDNA (sky blue, 2H9S); FRNA:FRNA (magenta,
3P4A); GNA:GNA (red, 2XC6); HNA:HNA (yellow, 481D); LNA:LNA (cyan, 2×2Q); PNA:PNA (orange, 2K4G), TNA:TNA (green, coordinates not
deposited in the PDB; see also Table 1); dXyNA:dXyNA (brown, coordinates not deposited in the PDB; see also Table 1); XyNA:XyNA (light green, 2N4J);
FAF:FAF (FANA in violet, ANA in purple, 2LSC), FRNA:FANA (alt) (FRNA in magenta, FANA in violet, 2M8A); FRNA:FANA (chim) (FRNA in
magenta, FANA in violet, 2M84).
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Figure 2. XNA backbone repeating units. Chemical structures of the natural and artificial (XNA) nucleic acid repeating units in alphabetic order. The
variety of existing nucleic acid backbones gives rise to tremendous potential for structural diversity with applications that span diverse fields.
solid basis for systematically evaluating the consequences
of chemical modifications on structure and pairing stabil-
ity (13,14). In the latter realm, the first crystal structures
of fully modified DNA, (N3′→P5′ phosphoramidate DNA
(15), and RNA, 2′-O-(2-methoxyethyl)-RNA (16), demon-
strated the impact of the anomeric effect onDNAandRNA
backbone conformation as well as the role of hydration and
conformational preorganization in nucleic acid pairing sta-
bility.
In the world of nucleic acid polymers, seemingly mi-
nor differences in chemical structure can produce dra-
matic changes in the dynamics and stability of antiparal-
lel Watson–Crick duplexes. Consider the case of natural
DNA and RNA, for example, DNA commonly adopts a
B-type helix, but the 2′-hydroxyl group of the ribose sugar
locks RNA in an A-form helical structure (17). The abil-
ity of RNA to preorganize into a preferred helical geom-
etry causes RNA to dominate the DNA conformation in
RNA:DNA duplexes (18,19). However, one should always
keep in mind that nucleic acid helices are highly polymor-
phic and even RNA:DNA duplexes can adopt a range
of conformations, from canonical A-form to shapes that
match neither A- nor B-form (20). More recent work on
2′-deoxy-2′-fluororibonucleic acid (2′-F RNA or FRNA)
demonstrated that simple replacement of the ribose 2′-OH
group by fluorine alters strand hydration, thermodynamic
stability and in vitro and in vivo siRNA activity, without af-
fecting the standard A-form geometry (21). The increased
thermal stability is enthalpy-based; thanks to the higher
Watson–Crick H-bonding strength between base pairs in
FRNA compared to RNA and DNA duplexes (22,23). Ad-
ditional stability is contributed by C2′(F)H. . .O4′ noncon-
ventional H-bonds as a result of significant polarization ef-
fects provoked by the fluorine substituent (24). Owing to
the enhanced pairing stability, FRNA is widely used as an
RNA analog.
XNA artificial pairing systems, that may or may not
pair with DNA and/or RNA, have opened the door to an
emerging area of synthetic biology called synthetic genet-
ics (25,26). Researchers working in this area are developing
polymerases that copy genetic information back and forth
between DNA and XNA and hope to one day create en-
zymes that will directly copy information between XNA
itself (27,28). While such systems remain in their infancy,
many hypothesize that XNA polymers, by virtue of their
backbone structure, will provide access to vast new regions
of nucleic acid fold space. This possibility, coupled with en-
hanced nuclease resistance, provides substantial motivation
for advancing the use of XNApolymers in synthetic biology
and molecular medicine (25,26).
While this review focuses on the structural features of
XNA duplexes in which at least one strand of the Watson–
Crick duplex is composed entirely of XNA, numerous other
studies have examined the role of modified bases and back-
bones in the context of chemical biology. Notable accom-
plishments include expansion of the genetic alphabet to in-
clude unnatural bases that are capable of Darwinian evolu-
tion (29,30), formation of size and strand expanded helices
(31–33) and the development of semi-synthetic organisms
that carry modified bases within the DNA of actively divid-
ing cells (34,35). Since a thorough discussion of these modi-
fications is beyond the scope of this review, we direct readers
interested in learning more about modified nucleotides and
their interactions with polymerases to several excellent re-
views on this topic (36–38).
This review provides a current analysis of the structural
properties of known XNA duplex structures that are pre-
dominantly available in the ProteinData Bank (Table 1).We
perform a comparative conformational analysis of XNA
self-pairing and cross-pairing with natural nucleic acids and
discuss their potential as genetic information carriers. Not
surprisingly, the geometries of XNA duplexes cover a wide
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conformational range relative to standard DNA and RNA.
It is our hope that this review will encourage others to
pursue XNA research and further advance the structural
knowledge of XNA polymers.
METHODS TO STUDY THE 3D STRUCTURE AND DY-
NAMICS OF NUCLEIC ACID POLYMERS
Single crystal X-ray crystallography is the most powerful
approach in the structural biologist’s toolbox for determin-
ing the 3D structures of nucleic acids, proteins and their
complexes with molecular weights ranging from a few kilo-
dalton up to megadalton (39). Crystallography has no in-
herent size limits and larger complex structures that are
out of reach for solution NMR spectroscopy can be anal-
ysed by X-ray diffraction. In addition, molecules that are
too small for single-particle cryo-electron microscopy are
compatible with X-ray crystallography. It is therefore the
method of choice for studying larger XNA aptamer struc-
tures and XNA-polymerase complexes. A further advan-
tage of using X-ray crystallography is the ability to visual-
ize oligonucleotide–ion interactions and hydration in high-
resolution structures. However, the need for single crystals
that diffract X-rays to high resolution is a major limitation
of crystallography. Unfortunately, many oligonucleotides
fail to produce crystals of sufficient quality and as a re-
sult, extensive attempts are necessary to screen length and
sequence of oligomeric fragments to obtain such crystals.
This effort can be time-consuming and requires milligram
amounts of highly pure material. For XNAs, the latter con-
dition is frequently expensive and an established synthetic
route and purification protocols are prerequisites for em-
barking on the structural analysis of an artificial genetic
polymer.
A second major hurdle on the road to a crystallographic
3D model of XNA concerns the generation of phase in-
formation necessary to compute an initial electron density
map (39). If the XNA under investigation deviates con-
formationally from DNA or RNA, a common approach
for solving the phase problem, the molecular replacement
technique (40), cannot be applied. This is because molecu-
lar replacement typically fails if the root mean square de-
viation between model and actual structure amounts to
just a few angstrom. In such cases, the multiple or single
wavelength anomalous dispersion (MAD or SAD, respec-
tively) approaches have to be used to determine a struc-
ture (41). The success of MAD or SAD is dependent on
the presence of anomalously scattering atoms in the crys-
tal. Their positions can then be identified from anoma-
lous Patterson maps. Anomalously scattering atoms incor-
porated into nucleotides (e.g. 5-bromo-uridine or 2′-SeMe
uridine) or amino acids (e.g. selenomethionine), or heavy
atoms/anomalous scatterers present in the crystallization
solution, such as cobalt hexamine, strontium and barium,
are often used for overcoming the phase problem with nu-
cleic acid crystals (42). It is important to keep in mind
that nucleotide building blocks for solid phase synthesis of
derivatized DNA (e.g. 5-bromo-dC) or RNA (e.g. 5-bromo-
or 2′-SeMe-U) are not commercially available for XNA, or
the approach cannot be used for a particular XNA (e.g.
the RNA 2′-SeMe modification). The crystal structure of
homo-DNA constitutes a case in point: octamers with in-
corporated 5-bromo-U or 5-bromo-C in place of T or C,
respectively, did not crystallize and solving the phase prob-
lem required incorporation of selenium in the form of phos-
phoroselenoate into the oligonucleotide backbone (43).
In principle it is possible to phase oligonucleotide crystal
structures using the anomalous signals of phosphorus (44)
(available for any XNAwith phosphate in the backbone) or
sulfur (45) (using phosphorothioate or phosphorodithioate
modification). However, neither the P-SAD (44,46) nor the
S-SAD (47) approach has been met with much success in
nucleic acid crystallography thus far. If the resolution of
the diffraction data is >>1 A˚, so-called direct methods to
obtain phase information can also be used by exploiting
known phase relationships between certain groups of reflec-
tions (48).
Another proven method for structural analysis is NMR
spectroscopy (49). Because NMR sensitivity is inversely
proportional to molecular size, the current limitation of
NMR studies of nonisotope enriched samples is about 50
nucleotides (nt) for high-resolution structural characteriza-
tion (50). Isotopic labeling can increase the size range of
samples amenable to NMR structural studies; however, for
XNA studies this significantly increases the costs associated
with sample preparation. In the context of structural stud-
ies, synthetic restrictions have historically limited the size of
the molecules to relatively short XNA duplexes of about 8–
10 nucleotides and as a result present an excellent opportu-
nity for NMR structural characterization. To date, approx-
imately one-half of the 3D structures of XNA duplexes and
their associated heteroduplexes with natural genetic poly-
mers (DNAandRNA) have been determined byNMR.The
limited chemical shift dispersion and nuclear Overhauser
effect (NOE)-restraint network, which can complicate the
assignment and structure calculations of natural polymers,
are overcome by the small size and spectral variability of
XNA duplexes. Commonly explored modifications, such as
a fluorine substitution in 2′-deoxy-2′-fluoroarabinonucleic
acid (FANA), can increase the chemical shift dispersion
pattern, which allows for facile resonance assignment and
NMR-based structure determination. Fluoro-substituted
XNA molecules also allow for direct 19F detection using
this abundant and sensitiveNMR-active isotope.Moreover,
their increased backbone stability and resistance to natu-
rally occurring exo- and endo-nucleases (26) make XNA
amenable to long NMR experiments over a wide range of
temperatures.
A major advantage of NMR spectroscopy is the pos-
sibility to study artificial genetic polymers under near-
physiological conditions. Beyond traditional structural
studies, NMR can also be used to provide information on
conformational plasticity and dynamics of XNAmolecules,
thereby facilitating comparative studies of duplex stability,
thermodynamic properties, base pair lifetimes and direct as-
sessment of XNA duplex conformations through measure-
ment of various NMR parameters. Both techniques com-
bined, X-ray and NMR, provide a powerful framework to
explore theXNA fold space and to gain detailed insight into
the structure and dynamics of artificial nucleic acid pairing
systems.
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Table 1. Selected structural parameters for XNA homoduplexes and XNA heteroduplexes with DNA or RNA
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STRUCTURAL PLASTICITY OF ARTIFICIAL AND
NATURAL NUCLEIC ACIDS
Artificial genetic polymers can self-assemble into antiparal-
lel Watson–Crick duplexes that adopt a wide range of he-
lical geometries (Figure 1). Natural genetic polymers are
known to form right-handed antiparallel helices. RNA self-
pairing and cross-paring with DNA leads to the wider A-
form helical conformation that is characterized by a com-
pact rise, inclined base pairs and a ribbon-like arrangement
of strands. By contrast, DNA self-pairing leads to a B-form
helix that is narrower than the A-form helix and is char-
acterized by tightly wound strands and base pairs that are
oriented roughly perpendicular to the helical axis (Figure
1a). In contrast to natural helical conformations observed
for DNA and RNA, XNAs adopt a variety of structural
conformations. The 3D structures of XNA homoduplexes
(Figure 1c) range from those that are similar to the stan-
dard A-form RNA helix, like -L-threofuranosyl-(3′→2′)
nucleic acid (TNA) (51) and 2′,3′-dideoxy-1′,5′-anhydro-D-
arabino-hexitol nucleic acid (HNA) (52) to more diverse
structures, like the left-handed antiparallel, mirrored A-
type helix of cyclohexene nucleic acid (CeNA) (53), the
P-helix formed by peptide nucleic acid (PNA) (54,55), or
the slowly writhing, more ladder-like (4′→6′) linked oligo-
2′,3′-dideoxy--D-glucopyranose nucleic acid (homo-DNA
or hDNA) (56). One interesting XNA structure is that of
a self-complementary chimeric FANA-ANA-FNA strand
that self-assembles into an antiparallel right-handed du-
plex in which the central and flanking regions undergo
ANA:ANA and FANA:FANA self-pairing (57). Heterodu-
plexes of XNAs with native genetic polymers also display
a range of helical shapes, with variations in diameter, heli-
cal rise, inclination and twist (Figure 1b). Interestingly, the
morphology of these helices, in most cases, is right-handed
and antiparallel, even for PNA:DNA (58) and PNA:RNA
(59), and resembles double-stranded RNA more closely
than DNA.
THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF ARTIFICIAL GENETIC
POLYMERS
One of the founding ideas behind the field of synthetic ge-
netics was to produce chemically stable, nuclease-resistant
oligonucleotides that are capable of cross-pairing with
DNA and RNA. The first XNA synthesized and published
in 1991 was PNA (60). PNA has a backbone that is com-
posed of repeatingN-(2-aminoethyl)-glycine units linked by
amide bonds (Figure 2). Adenine, thymine, cytosine and
guanine bases are attached to the backbone by a methy-
lene bridge (CH2) and a carbonyl group (C = O). Un-
like DNA and RNA, PNA lacks a sugar moiety and a re-
peating negatively charged phosphodiester moiety. Another
acyclic nucleic acid polymer is glycerol nucleic acid (GNA),
which is composed of a repeating three-carbon sugar linked
by phosphodiester bonds. (Figure 2) (61). GNA can exist
as two enantiomers (R) or (S), as indicated in Figure 2.
(S)-GNA and (R)-GNA strands can self-assemble into ho-
mochiral antiparallel right-handed and left-handed, respec-
tively, duplexes that are held together byWatson–Crick base
pairs. Interestingly, the (S)-enantiomer of GNA is capable
of cross-pairing with RNA, but not DNA (61). Another
group of XNA molecules contains a 6-membered pyranose
ring instead of the more common 5-membered furanose
ring found in DNA and RNA. Representative members
of this group include hDNA (62), HNA (63) and CeNA
(53). TNA, explored in the context of a chemical etiology
of the nucleic acids, has a threose backbone that is one
atom (or one bond) shorter compared to DNA and RNA
(64). TNA and GNA were originally dismissed as artificial
base-pairing systems due to the perceived notion that a 6-
atom backbone repeat unit was required to form stable du-
plexes with DNA and RNA. However, we now know that
this dogma was incorrect as both TNA and GNA are ca-
pable of base pairing with natural genetic polymers. XNA
molecules with more subtle chemical differences relative to
the native counterparts include arabinonucleic acid (ANA)
(65), in which ribose is replaced by arabinose, FANA (66)
and locked nucleic acid (LNA) that features the bicyclic -
D-2′-O-4′-C-methylene ribofuranose sugar (67) (Figure 2).
With the exception of PNA, all of these artificial pairing
systems feature phosphate groups in the backbone.
XNA PAIRING MODES
Examples of XNA homo- or heterostructures in which at
least one strand is composed entirely of XNA are shown
in Figure 1. Although many XNAs pair with natural DNA
andRNA, some display orthogonal base-pairing properties
that are distinct from the natural DNA and RNA. For ex-
ample, (R)-GNA and hDNA have strong self-pairing prop-
erties, but do not cross-pair with natural DNA and RNA
(61,68). Similarly, the recently published xylonucleic acid
(XyNA) and deoxy-xylonucleic acids (dXyNA) also consti-
tute an autonomous pairing system,with the caveat that sta-
ble triplexes can be formedwith both,DNAandRNApoly-
A strands (69–71). In the crystal structure of a homochi-
ral DNA (hDNA) octamer duplex, the two strands form
Watson–Crick base pairs, with one adenine per strand being
extruded from the duplex and forming a reverse-Hoogsteen
base pair with a thymine base from an adjacent duplex (56).
Interestingly, hDNA duplexes are more stable compared
to DNA duplexes of the same sequence, whereby the in-
creased stability is entropy-based (68). Another hallmark
of the hDNA duplex is the strong inclination and concomi-
tant cross-strand base stacking. A recent fascinating finding
is that D--hDNA and L--hDNA can form heterochiral
duplexes that are of higher stability than the correspond-
ing homochiral duplexes (72). In the GNA family, the (S)-
and (R)- enantiomers do not pair with each other and a
structure for (R)-GNA has not yet been reported. Never-
theless, the structure of (S)-GNA provides a number of in-
teresting observations that include cross-strand base stack-
ing as opposed to themore common intrastrand base stack-
ing and a strong hydrophobic effect from the 2′-methylene
group (73–75). PNA is capable of forming a stable antipar-
allel duplex and can also cross-pair efficiently with DNA
and RNA. Three types of PNA duplex structures have been
reported in the literature (55,58,59) with PNA:PNA du-
plexes adopting both left- and right-handed helical struc-
tures (76). PNA:DNAand PNA:RNAduplexes have higher
thermal stability when compared to natural DNA or RNA
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duplexes with the same sequence (77). Like PNA, TNA is
capable of stable self-pairing and cross-pairs with RNA and
DNA (38); however TNA:RNA duplexes are more stable
than TNA:DNA duplexes (78). Although the structure of
an all-TNA duplex was reported in 2008 (28), no structures
of TNA:DNA or TNA:RNA heteroduplexes have been re-
ported. ANA and FANA can form stable duplexes with
RNA, whereby their conformation mimics that of DNA in
DNA:RNA hybrids. FANA has a higher affinity towards
RNA than ANA, probably because of formation of a fa-
vorable intrastrand pseudo-hydrogen bond (F2′ to H8 from
the 3′-adjacent purine), which contrasts with the unfavor-
able 2′-OH. . .nucleobase steric contributions and lack of
favorable electrostatic contacts in the case of ANA (79,80).
Solution NMR structures of FANA and ANA hybrids with
RNA have been published (79). In addition, crystal struc-
tures of A- and B-form DNA duplexes with incorporated
FANA and ANA nucleotides revealed that the FANA con-
formation is more compatible with an A-type duplex form
than that adopted by ANA (81), consistent with FANA’s
favorable pairing with RNA. For LNA, structures have
been reported for a homoduplex and a heteroduplex with
RNA and both are consistent with A-like helical geome-
try (82,83). Introduction of LNA nucleotides into RNA re-
sults in increased melting temperatures of the oligoribonu-
cleotide (84). The LNA:DNA duplex has been analysed
by NMR and the resulting data suggest it is similar to a
DNA:RNA hybrid, but no detailed structure has been de-
termined (83). ForCeNA, crystal structures are available for
the CeNA homoduplex (53) and a CeNA:RNA hybrid du-
plex (85). CeNA forms an antiparallel right-handed duplex
with standard Watson–Crick base pair geometry (Figure
1b). The XNAmolecules highlighted here demonstrate that
fold space diversity of artificial nucleic acids is increased rel-
ative to natural DNA and RNA by the adoption of mul-
tiple base-pairing modes. The diversity stems from the ex-
tended conformational range afforded by different back-
bone chemistries, Watson–Crick (most XNAs) and reverse-
Hoogsteen base pairing (purine–purine pairs in hDNA du-
plexes (68)), and homochiral (virtually the rule) and hete-
rochiral pairing (hDNA (72)) modes.
GEOMETRIC PARAMETERS OF XNA DUPLEXES
Helical parameters of natural A- and B-form helices
Natural DNA and RNA adopt dynamic helices with local
conformational plasticity that is determined to a large ex-
tent by their sequence, which is necessary for their biologi-
cal function (86,87). Most of the available structures show
that these systems adopt either an A- or a B-form antipar-
allel right-handed helical conformation that is stabilized by
base stacking interactions together with hydrogen bonding,
electrostatics and solvation (88,89). DNA sequences that
contain alternating patterns of purine and pyrimidine re-
peats (i.e. [CG]n) can form left-handed antiparallel duplexes
in which phosphate groups of each strand follow a zig-zag
pattern (Z-DNA) (86). The potential for Z-DNA structure
correlates with regions of humanDNA that are under active
transcription (90).
RNA adopts an A-form helix (Figure 3a), which is char-
acterized by a wide and shallow minor groove of about 11
A˚ width and a deep and narrow major groove of about 3
A˚ width, calculated as the shortest distance between phos-
phates across the groove minus the sum of van der Waals
radii of the two phosphates. Approximately 11 base pairs
constitute a single A-form helical turn. In contrast, DNA
is mostly observed as a B-form duplex (Figure 3a). This he-
lix is more compact, featuring limited core space and deep
major and minor grooves of ca. 7.5–8.5 A˚ depth. The ma-
jor groove is wider (ca. 12 A˚), exposing a different pattern
of hydrogen bond donor and acceptor groups, as compared
to the A-form helix, which is recognized by different sets of
enzymes (91). Approximately 10 base pairs form one turn
of a standard B-form helix. Normally, a given calculated
structure will not match all of the classical criteria of either
an A- or a B-form helix; however, the average values will
fall into specific ranges. The conformational differences be-
tween natural A- and B-form helices have been character-
ized in detail (92).
The distinctive morphologies of A- and B-form duplexes
originate from different pucker conformations of the sugar
ring, reflected in their pseudorotation phase angles and cor-
relate with nucleotide torsion angle values (Figure 3). The
C3′-endo ribose conformation in the A-form duplex places
intrastrand backbone phosphates closer together and at an
approximate distance of 6 A˚. TheC2′-endo sugar conforma-
tion in the B-form duplex forces them further apart, to a dis-
tance of ca. 7 A˚. Due to the high conformational plasticity
of nucleic acids, a single torsion angle value does not allow
discrimination between A- and B-structures (93). However,
clustering of pairs of parameters for  (the glycosidic tor-
sion angle between sugar and base) and  (backbone torsion
angle associated with the sugar ring) has the discriminative
power to identify helical morphology (92,94). Surveys with
large sets of 3D structures show, that the ( ,) value pairs
of A- and B-form helices occupy distinct areas of confor-
mational space (Figure 3c). In case of an A-form helix, 
values cluster between -170◦ and -140◦ and  values in the
range between 65◦ and 100◦. In a B-form helix,  values lie
between -130◦ and -70◦ and  angles between 90◦ and 160◦.
Pseudorotation phase angles P, describing the sugar pucker
and ( ,) covariance matrices offer the means for deeper in-
sights into the 3Dmorphology of duplexes and allow struc-
tural comparisons between natural nucleic acids andXNAs.
Sugar pseudorotation phase angles in natural and XNA du-
plexes
The conformation of the sugar ring can be described by the
pseudorotation phase angle parameter P. A standard con-
formation (P= 0◦) is defined with amaximally positive C1′-
C2′-C3′-C4′ torsion angle with the P value ranging from 0◦
to 360◦. Conformations in a region within the upper half of
the circle with P = 0±45◦ are denoted Northern, N, and
those in a region within the lower half of the circle with
P = 180±45◦ are denoted Southern, S. For comparative
purposes, we calculated the pseudorotation phase angles
for all XNA duplexes that contain furanose (5-membered)
sugar rings. As evident from the data shown in Figure 4,
riboses in RNA adopt a C3′-endo conformation regardless
of the pairing partner (DNA or XNA). An identical pic-
ture emerges for LNA that adopts the same sugar confor-
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Figure 3. Geometric parameters of natural A- and B-form helices. (A) Natural genetic polymers (RNA and DNA) adopt different helical geometries. Left:
canonical A-form helix (RNA, PDB code 3ND4). Right: canonical B-form helix (DNA, PDB code 3BSE). A view from the top is presented underneath
each structure. (B) Differences in sugar puckering and P–P distances between A- and B-form helices. A close-up view of a single nucleotide in a canonical
A-helix (top panel, RNA) and a B-helix (bottom panel, DNA) color coded by atom type. The  and δ torsion angles and the distances between two
adjacent phosphates in 5′-3′ direction (PiPi+1) are indicated. (C) ( ,δ) angle covariance matrix for natural A- and B-form helices. Each dot represents a
( ,δ) angle covariance for a single nucleotide from the structures listed above. The values for  and δ torsion angles of A- and B-form helices cluster in
distinct regions of the plot and allow a simple measure of structural diversity. Example values were generated using PYMOL software, based on the PDB
code 3ND4 (gray circles, A-form, RNA) and PDB code 3BSE (black circles, B-form, DNA) structures. The ellipses show published value ranges for the
( ,δ) angle covariance matrices of an A-DNA (dashed line) and a B-DNA (solid line) (92).
mation as RNA. In DNA, the 2′-deoxyribose sugar moi-
eties adopt a C2′-endo conformation. However, in duplexes
that featureDNApairedwith PNA, theDNA strand adapts
to the PNA strand and the 2′-deoxyribose sugars display a
C3′-endo or O4′-endo conformation. In ANA and FANA
oligonucleotides, the average sugar pucker is of the C1′-
exo type, but FANA’s extends to the Eastern range whereas
ANA puckers appear limited more to the Southeast (Figure
4). Crystallographic data indicated that FANA nucleotides
in anA-form duplex environment can adopt aNortheastern
pucker (81). TNA is unique in terms of its sugar conforma-
tion as the tetrose adopts a C4′-exo pucker. For HNA and
CeNA, the sugar conformation lies in the Northern range.
Like with DNA and RNA, the Western half of the pseu-
dorotation phase cycle remains unpopulated as structural
restrictions prevent XNAs from adopting such puckers.
Characteristic geometries of XNA structures
Heteroduplexes between naturally occurring nucleic acids
(DNA:RNA hybrids) and most XNA homo- and heterodu-
plexes form right-handed antiparallel helical structures,
which is reflected in their ( ,) covariance plots (Figure 5).
The values of pairs of ( ,) torsion angles and their equiva-
lents in XNAs predominantly cluster in the second quad-
rant of Cartesian space (Figure 5a), which is also occu-
pied by ( ,) angles of canonical A- and B-form duplexes
(Figure 3c). The exceptions are formed by double-stranded
PNA, CeNA and GNA helices that cluster in the fourth
quadrant of Cartesian space, and XyNA and dXyNA he-
lices occupying the third quadrant.
Crystal structures indicate that achiral PNA can form
right-handed and left-handed P-type helices (54). In the P-
type helix, an antiparallel double helix form uniquely at-
tributed to PNA, the strands are held together by stan-
dard Watson–Crick base pairs and are wound more loosely
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Figure 4. Pseudorotation phase angles P for XNA duplexes. Angles were only calculated for oligonucleotides with 5-membered sugar moieties, using the
program PROSIT (http://cactus.nci.nih.gov/prosit/) (114). All angles are averages, whereby terminal residues were excluded. Angles were not calculated for
HNA, CeNA and homo-DNA that all contain 6-membered sugar moieties, but HNA and CeNA are compatible with an N-type sugar pucker. Different
colors represent the various sugar chemistries: purple (ANA), black (DNA), violet (FANA), magenta (FRNA), cyan (LNA), gray (RNA), green (TNA),
brown (dXyNA) and light green (XyNA). The sugar puckers for RNA and DNA opposite XNAs are as follows: C3′-endo (RNA and LNA), C4′-exo
(TNA), C1′-exo (FANA, ANA), O4′-endo (DNA opposite PNA; NMR solution structure with PDB code 1PDT), C3′-endo or C2′-endo (DNA opposite
PNA; crystal structure with PDB code 1NR8) andC2′-endo (DNAand PS-DNA).Different gray and black spots forDNAandRNA respectively, represent
average puckers in DNA and RNA strands opposite various XNAs.
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Figure 5. ( ,δ) angle covariance matrices reflect the structural diversity and plasticity of xeno-nucleic acid (XNA) backbones. (A) The values for  and
δ torsion angles of natural and artificial nucleic acid helices cluster in quadrants II, III and IV of the Cartesian coordinate system. Each dot represents
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relative to DNA. This difference leads to a helical struc-
ture with a larger diameter than DNA. To date only left-
handed P-type helices have been detected by NMR in so-
lution (55). The ( ,) value pairs of left-handed PNA fall
into the fourth quadrant of Cartesian space. The structure
of the antiparallel duplex formed by another left-handed
XNA molecule, CeNA, exhibits geometric parameters that
closely resemble a left-handedRNA. Thus, it has been char-
acterized as belonging to amirroredA-type family (53). The
duplex is held together by normalWatson–Crick base pairs.
The CeNA ( ,) value pairs cluster in the fourth quadrant
of Cartesian space, and are positioned diagonally across
those for an A-type helix. The backbone of GNA con-
tains only three carbons and a stereo center derived from
propylene glycol. Previous crystallographic studies reveal
that (S)-GNA can form two different helical types––a more
elongated M-type helix, containing metallo base pairs (74),
and a condensedN-type structure that contains brominated
base pairs (73,75), presented in Figure 5c. Overall, GNA
helices differ significantly from canonical A- and B-forms.
Although the structures share some similarities with RNA-
helices, they may be better described as a helical ribbon
loosely wrapped around the helix axis. The GNA N-type
duplex retains the canonical Watson–Crick base-pairing
pattern; however, its backbone torsion angle  is found in al-
ternating gauche and anti conformations and its ( ,) pairs
are found in the fourth quadrant of Cartesian space.
( ,) angles of dXyNA and XyNA occupy the third
quadrant of Cartesian space. Their recently described ho-
moduplexes (69,70) do not form cylindrical helices in solu-
tion, but adopt slightly right-handed ladder-like, extended
structures with almost indistinguishable major and minor
grooves and highly inclined bases. The chiral inversion in
the 3′-carbon center leads to changes in the backbone dihe-
dral angles, including the backbone torsion angle , which
is close to -20◦. Though XyNA and dXyNA structures are
predominantly stabilized by zipper-like interstrand stack-
ing interactions, the canonical Watson–Crick base-pairing
is retained.
To date, all structurally characterized XNAs that form
antiparallel right-handed duplexes do so through canonical
Watson–Crick base-pairing interactions. Their ( ,) pairs
cluster in the second quadrant of Cartesian space (Figure
5a). However, a closer look reveals considerable differences
in their backbone morphologies (Figure 5c). For example,
other parameters such as helical twist, roll, number of base
pairs per turn (ca. 14–15) and a wide major groove, place
double-stranded HNA and double-stranded LNA more in
the structural vicinity of large-diameter P-helices similar to
that adopted by PNA (52,82). These backbones seem to
have anA-form likemorphology, with the ( ,) values occu-
pying theA-DNA segment of the covariance space.Double-
stranded TNA, on the other hand, is generally considered
structurally close to an A-type helix, as judged from the
average values for base-pair parameters, intrastrand phos-
phate distance, a wide and shallow minor groove and sta-
ble cross-pairing with RNA (51). Interestingly, given the
short length of the oligonucleotide and high curvature of
the structure, no reliable information could be extracted for
the width of the TNA major groove. Moreover, its back-
bone torsion angle pairs fall into the B-DNA sector of the
( ,) covariance angle space, indicating a need for further
structural studies of a longer TNA oligonucleotide.
hDNA represents an outlier among members of the fam-
ily of right-handed antiparallel XNA homoduplexes (56).
Although hDNA displays stable self-pairing in a canoni-
cal Watson–Crick fashion, the structure of the octamer du-
plex virtually lacks intrastrand stacking, but instead fea-
tures extensive overlaps between adjacent bases from oppo-
site strands. hDNA also lacks a major groove but features
a shallow minor groove, and therefore resembles a flat rib-
bon. Its helical geometry is distinct from the cylindrical he-
lices of A-form and B-form natural nucleic acids and this is
reflected in ( ,) correlations that occupy a distinct area of
the second quadrant of Cartesian space (Figure 5c).
Based on the currently known structures of artificial
oligonucleotides paired with RNA or DNA (Figure 5b),
XNA heteroduplexes adopt predominantly antiparallel,
right-handed helices. They are held together by standard
Watson–Crick base pairs and are predominantly stabilized
by intrastrand and partial interstrand stacking interactions.
Stacking interactions were proposed to play the major role
in nucleic acid duplex stability and the ability of XNAs to
form helices with natural partners (88,95). Although helices
display a distinct pitch and curvature, they feature ca. 11–
12 base pairs per turn, and / covariance plots indicate
that the backbones of XNA:RNA or XNA:DNAheterodu-
plexes adopt an architecture that is either closely related to
the A-form, as in the case of HNA:RNA (96), LNA:RNA
(83), CeNA:RNA (85) and PNA:RNA (59), or between the
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
a ( ,δ) covariance for a single nucleotide in the sequence. (B) The 3D structure and a close-up view of the ( ,δ) covariance plot for DNA and RNA
heteroduplexes of natural and artificial nucleic acids in alphabetic order. The RNA strand is shown in gray and the DNA strand is shown in black. The
Cartesian quadrant of the plot is indicated on top. From left to right: ANA (purple):RNA (PDB code 2KP3); CeNA (blue):RNA (PDB code 3KNC);
DNA:RNA (PDB code 1EFS); FANA (violet):RNA (PDB code 2KP4), HNA (yellow):RNA (PDB code 2BJ6); LNA (cyan):RNA (PDB code 1H0Q);
PNA (orange):DNA (PDB code 1PDT); PNA (orange):RNA (PDB code 176D). (C) The 3D structure and a close-up view of the ( ,δ) covariance plot for
XNA homoduplexes. The Cartesian quadrant of the plot is indicated. From left to right CeNA:CeNA (blue, PDB code 2H0N); hDNA:hDNA (sky blue,
PDB code 2H9S); FRNA:FRNA (magenta, PDB code 3P4A); GNA:GNA (red, PDB code 2XC6); HNA:HNA (yellow, PDB code 481D); LNA:LNA
(cyan, PDB code 2×2Q); PNA:PNA (orange, PDB code 2K4G); TNA:TNA (green, coordinates not deposited); dXyNA:dXyNA (brown, coordinates not
deposited); XyNA:XyNA (light green, PDB code 2N4J). (D) The 3D structure and a close-up view of the ( ,δ) covariance plot for representative XNA-
only heteroduplexes. The Cartesian quadrant of the plot is indicated on top of the plot. From left to right: FANA(F)-ANA(A)-FANA(F) heteroduplex
(FANA in purple, ANA in violet, PDB code 2LSC), FRNA:FANA (alt) (FRNA in magenta, FANA in violet, PDB code 2M8A); FRNA:FANA (chim)
(FRNA in magenta, FANA in violet, PDB code 2M84). Alt and chim indicate the alternated or chimeric order of FANA-segments in the duplex sequences
respectively. Glycosidic torsion angles between sugar and base ( ) and the backbone torsion angle associated with the sugar ring (δ) were extracted from
the structures, shown above, using PyMol software (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.7.4 Schro¨dinger, LLC.) and defined as torsion
angles between the following atoms in RNA or DNA.  (pyrimidines): O4′-C1′-N1-C2;  (purines): O4′-C1′-N9-C4; δ: C5′-C4′-C3′-O3′. In the case of
XNAs atoms at the equivalent positions were used for calculations.
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A- and B-forms, as seen in the structures of DNA:RNA
(97), ANA:RNA (79), FANA:RNA (79) and PNA:DNA
(98). Interestingly, the ( ,) value pairs of natural nucleic
acids in the heteroduplexes fall into the covariance areas
usually occupied by ( ,) angles of the respective RNA or
DNA homoduplexes. Thus, it seems that RNA and DNA
even in XNA heteroduplexes may prefer backbone mor-
phologies that resemble those in their respective canonical
structures. Still, the wide and loosely packed A-form he-
lix may have more structural plasticity to accommodate in-
creased variability in the nucleic acid backbone, which in
general forces the XNA heteroduplex backbones to adapt
to it.
POTENTIAL FUNCTIONAL AND BIOLOGICAL APPLI-
CATIONS OF XNA
Recent advances in polymerase engineering have made it
possible to copy genetic information back and forth be-
tween DNA and certain XNA polymers (25,26). Such ac-
complishments build on years of basic research into the
molecular recognition properties of DNA and RNA poly-
merases with modified substrates. While early studies fo-
cusedmainly on close structural analogs of DNA andRNA
(99), recent work has been extended to include XNAs with
more diverse chemical compositions. In the area of TNA,
for example, enzyme-screening assays were used to identify
polymerases that could copy DNA on a chemically synthe-
sized TNA template and other polymerases that could syn-
thesize TNA on a DNA template (100–103). In the case
of FANA, Damha et al. were the first to show that natu-
ral polymerases could synthesize FANA on a DNA tem-
plate and DNA on a FANA template (104). Related work
by Wengel et al. has shown that LNA can be enzymatically
incorporated into growing DNA strands (105). These, and
many other studies, helped raise awareness for the impor-
tance of developing engineered polymerases for synthetic
biology (106).
Recognizing the limitations of natural polymerases as
tools for synthetic biology, directed evolution methods have
been developed to create XNA polymerases that function
with increased efficiency, fidelity and processivity. Such ef-
forts have produced a number of polymerases that can ‘tran-
scribe’ DNA into XNA and ‘reverse transcribe’ XNA back
into DNA (27,28). By inserting a selective binding step into
the replication cycle, researchers have isolated the first ex-
amples of XNA aptamers––molecules that function as syn-
thetic antibodies by folding into shapes with specific ligand
binding activity (26,107). The list of XNA aptamers gener-
ated to date includes a TNA aptamer with affinity to human
-thrombin, two HNA aptamers, one that binds the HIV
trans-activating response RNA element and another that
binds protein hen-egg lysozyme and an FANA aptamer to
HIV-RT (26,107,108). More recently, this concept of func-
tional activity was further extended to include XNAs with
rudimentary catalytic activity (109). Together, these exam-
ples demonstrate that XNAs, like DNA and RNA, are dy-
namic molecules that can fold into complex 3D structures
that complement the shape and charge of a target molecule.
In addition to functional activity, XNA polymers have
shown promise in nanotechnology and materials engineer-
ing (26). GNA, which has a phosphodiester backbone with
a single stereocenter was used to construct two identical
nanostructures with mirror-image symmetry (110). While
DNA is also capable of accessing similar structures, the
chemical simplicity of GNA relative to DNAmakes the de-
sign of hierarchical assemblies withmirror-image structures
more accessible by chemical synthesis. Because XNAs have
diverse helical geometries, one could easily speculate that
future work in this area will lead to new folding conforma-
tions with structures that are not accessible to DNA. Like-
wise, XNA has the potential to expand the range of me-
chanical properties available for molecular engineering and
structural nanotechnology, as demonstrated byMaher et al.
in a recent study on the bending and flexibility of several
DNA analogs (111).
These applications along with those that have yet to be
developed will be aided by structural studies that help elu-
cidate the molecular underpinnings of XNA structure and
function. By improving our understanding of the struc-
tural properties of XNA, it should be possible to design
newXNAmolecules for nanotechnology, enhance the func-
tional properties of in vitro selected aptamers and catalysts
and develop computational programs for rationally design-
ing newXNA sensors and other ligand responsive elements.
In addition, there is a pressing need to explore the structural
properties of engineered polymerases that are used to ‘tran-
scribe’ and ‘reverse transcribe’ genetic information. In com-
bination, XNA and their requisite polymerases, have broad
applications from information storage to the development
of orthogonal cells with engineered pathways that function
independent of the natural genetic system (35).
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE OUTLOOKS
From a small sampling of known XNA structures, it is
clear that XNA can self-assemble into antiparallel Watson–
Crick duplexes with helical geometries that extend beyond
the structural space occupied by DNA and RNA. Ad-
vances in nucleic acid chemistry and structural biology in-
dicate that the total number of XNA polymers will con-
tinue to increase. These advances suggest that future XNA
duplexes will greatly expand our understanding of the lim-
its of Watson–Crick base pairing and nucleic acid helicity.
One question appearing on the horizon concerns how these
molecules will fold into complex 3D-structures with specific
ligand binding or chemical catalysis properties? One could
speculate based on the structural heterogeneity of known
XNA duplexes that highly structured XNA molecules rep-
resent an untapped source of nucleic acid fold space. While
many technical hurdles will need to be solved before we can
get our first glimpse into the structural diversity of XNA
fold space, the current pace of polymerase engineering and
XNA evolution suggests that these structures may be acces-
sible in the near future. As we begin to move in this direc-
tion, nucleic acid chemists, structural biologists and poly-
merase engineers will need to work in close collaboration to
help bring these new technologies to the forefront of main-
stream molecular biology.
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